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 The screenshots below show the file dialogs in Windows XP (left) and Windows Vista (right), and how they have changed in
Windows 7. Windows 7 uses the optional theme VisualStyleRenderer to give the GUI a “cleaner, crisper look”. The file dialog

boxes in Windows Vista and Windows XP do not use this, so you can tell that this change was an optional choice. The
screenshots below show the file dialog boxes in Windows 7, and how they have changed in Vista. Here is a screen of my

Windows 7 desktop, and the files I have on my computer. Notice how the path is read from right to left, like in every other
Windows user interface element. The “Save As” dialog box is using the optional theme VisualStyleRenderer to give the GUI a

“cleaner, crisper look”. The screenshot below shows the dialog box in Windows 7, and how it has changed in Vista. The
elements within this dialog box are “sortable”, which means that you can click on the different parts of the dialog to have them
“sort” (move up or down in the list). Now, let us try to find a file in our computer’s C:\ drive. Here is a picture of my Explorer
window in Windows 7. Notice how the path is read from right to left, like in every other Windows user interface element. The
“Save As” dialog box is using the optional theme VisualStyleRenderer to give the GUI a “cleaner, crisper look”. The screenshot

below shows the dialog box in Windows 7, and how it has changed in Vista. Here is a picture of my Explorer window in
Windows 7. Notice how the path is read from right to left, like in every other Windows user interface element. The “Save As”

dialog box is using the optional theme VisualStyleRenderer to give the GUI a “cleaner, crisper look”. The screenshot below
shows the dialog box in Windows 7, and how it has changed in Vista. Here is a picture of my Explorer window in Windows 7.
Notice how the path is read from right to left, like in every other Windows user interface element. The “Save As” dialog box is

using the optional theme VisualStyleRenderer to give the GUI a “cleaner, crisper look”. 82157476af
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